Thank you

for purchasing the LED300 Digital Art Projector. The following guide will assist you with projector setup and operation.

As you review the guide, you will notice that each item has a corresponding page number. This number refers to a page within the enclosed (English) comprehensive manual. Visit this page in the manual for a detailed explanation of the item. If you need to access the guide in alternate languages, the enclosed CD offers the entire manual in 27 languages. Each language may be printed separately.

Artograph encourages you to test all of the projector’s features. Rest assured all settings can be reverted back to factory defaults – don’t be a fraid to experiment!

For setup and operation questions or if you have comments, call our toll-free Customer Service line at 888-975-9565. We appreciate your business.

Sincerely,

Artograph, Inc.

Important Safety Information

Please refer to pages 2-6 in the enclosed Manual for detailed Safety Information

Product Warranty

Artograph products are warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of sale to the original purchaser. Any defective product will be repaired or replaced by Artograph at its discretion provided the product is returned, shipping prepaid, to our factory within the warranty period. Customer shall promptly notify either the original seller of Artograph of any warranty claim in sufficient detail to describe both the problem and its symptoms along with a copy of the original purchase receipt or other acceptable proof of purchase. All allowed returns will be provided a return authorization number. Any product received without an authorization number will be refused. Equipment repaired or replaced under the warranty will be returned freight or postage paid. The warranty period for repaired or replacement products shall be for the same duration as the original warranty. This warranty does not cover repair for damage to the product, or product components or malfunctions caused by (i) misuse, neglect, power failures or surges, lightning, fire, flood or accident; (ii) use of products or facilities supplied by others; or (iii) failure to follow installation, operation or maintenance instructions. THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES HEREBIN CONTAINED ARE IN LIEU OF ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE FOREGOING WARRANTIES WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE DESCRIPTION ON THE FACE HEREOF CUSTOMERS LOCAL LAW MAY PROVIDE OTHER RIGHTS. SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH PERFORMANCE OF THE PRODUCTS OR USE BY CUSTOMER.

Want to receive product updates and information? Register your Artograph product at www.artograph.com to join our mailing list.
All information will remain confidential and solely for Artograph’s use.

Quick Setup Guide

Before operating the projector, carefully read the following step-by-step guide and the enclosed CD Product Manual.

Step One - Review Package Contents:

Included:
1. LED300 (HW300A) Digital Art Projector
2. Lens Cap and Strap - (100-703)
3. Remote and Two AAA Batteries - (100-704)
4. Power Supply (two parts) - (100-706)
5. Computer Cable (PC)
6. Composite Cable
7. Component Cable
8. Mini DisplayPort to VGA Adapter (Mac) - (100-922)
9. Multi-Card USB Card Reader - (100-910)
10. Tripod Spacer Pad - (151-801)
11. Storage Bag - (151-939)
12. Polishing Cloth
13. CD Manual (306-369) - Printed Manual (English) (306-368)

Step Two - Getting Started:

1. Remove protective film from projector
2. Install Lens Cap/cord – (48)
3. Install batteries into Remote Control (15)
4. Review Remote Control features (15/16)
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Step Three - Start projector:
1. Mount projector onto a sturdy flat surface near a power outlet (Do not mount projector onto a soft surface or block vents). Please note: When mounting to a tripod, install Tripod Spacer Pad (1) (included), between tripod and projector.
2. Connect the power supply cord into a nearby outlet and back of projector.
3. Position projector toward any surface.
4. Press the POWER (2) button on the remote control or projector control panel. (Verify the lens cap is removed before turning on the power (17).
5. To focus – rotate focus wheel (3) located on top of unit.

USB: (24-34)
Input for flash drives and SD card reader, included (21-34)
When device is installed, the USB menu shows the following choices.
Photos: (29-31)
Projector can only display JPEG files only.
Movies: (23-29)
DivX videos, projector must be registered (28).
Games: (35)
file formats.
Access Microsoft Office files. Refer to manual for supported
File formats.
Music: (32)
5.
DivX videos, projector must be registered (28).
Movies: (23-29)
Projector can only display JPEG files only.
Photos: (29-31)

Step Four - Input Sources:
Applications ➔ System Preferences ➔ Display ➔ Detect Display ➔ Arrangement ➔ Mirror Display, Instructions may vary
with versions.
USB to Smart phones or Pads/Tablets: Connect using available
VGA or HDMI (AV) adapters. Phone versions 4S and iPad 3 only. Refer to specific device information to ensure connectivity and
proper connection adapter.

Available Artograph Accessories:
D300 Deluxe Hard Sided Storage Case™ ➔ #225-702
Deluxe hard sided case features a custom designed padded
interior to protect projector and all cables. Air and water tight,
case is virtually indestructible. Chemical and corrosion proof
and features a durable rubber O-ring seal and air pressure
compensation valve to further seal guard the contents.
LED Tripod™ ➔ #225-995
Mounts securely to projector via the built in screw mount allowing
images to be projected in virtually any direction including vertically
onto a table top or ceiling. Fully adjustable tripod can be mounted
onto a table top or floor. Includes zippered carrying case.

Step Five - Image Settings and Adjustments:
Grids Patterns
The LED300 has 18 grids built into projector to align and compose
images and designs. The grids can be used alone as a template
or overlaid on any photo or image from any source.
To Select Grids Using Remote
Project grid only (Remove any attached connections):
MENU ➔ GRID Pattern ➔ Grid Pattern ➔ Pattern ➔ Color (black
is only visible with image) ➔ Back ➔ Back ➔ Back ➔ Grid.
Grid over USB image (Select grid first): USB ➔ Photo List ➔
Photo ➔ Back.
Grid over Computer/Smart device image (RGB/HDMI) (Select grid first) attach device.

Mobile Floor Stand ➔ #225-359
Stand features a 12” x 15” platform to accommodate any
Artograph projector. Platform adjusts vertically from 36in/92cm to
54 in/137 cm and rotates (360-degrees) and tilts (15°) to assure a
perfect alignment and placement of the projected image. Platform
is mounted on a sturdy aluminum column and a five-spoke base
with lockable rolling casters.
Projector Storage Bag™ ➔ #225-701
Designed to safely store and carry any Artograph projector.
Constructed of rugged padded nylon (14 in x15 in x8in / 36 cm
x 38 cm x20 cm), a carrying handle with shoulder strap and a
removable zippered pouch for storing an extra lens or supplies.
E300 Economy Hard Sided Storage Case™ ➔ #225-701
Custom padded hard-sided case safely stores projectors and
cables also features a secure latching system and a comfortable
soft over-mold grip for easy carrying.